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Abstract. For subductionto occur, plates must bend and slide past overriding
plates along fault zones. Becausethe lithosphereis strong, significantenergy
is required for this deformation to occur, energy that could otherwise be spent
deformingthe mantle. We have developeda finite element representationof a
subductionzone in which we parameterize the bending plate and the fault zone
usinga viscousrheology.By increasingthe effectiveviscosityof either the plate or
the fault zone, we can increasethe rates of energydissipationwithin these regions
and thus decreasethe velocity of a plate driven by a given slab buoyancy. We
have developeda simple physicaltheory that predicts this slowingby estimating a
convectingcell'stotal energybalancewhile taking into accountthe energyrequired
by inelasticdeformationof the bending slab and shearingof the fault zone. The
energyrequiredto bend the slab is proportionalto the slab'sviscosityand to the
cube of the ratio of its thickness to its radius of curvature.

The distribution

of

dissipationamongthe mantle, lithosphere,and fault zonecausesthe speedof a plate
to dependon its horizontallength scale. Using the observationthat Earth's plate
velocitiesare not correlated to plate size, we can constrain the lithosphereviscosity
to be between50 and 200 times the mantle viscosity,with higher valuesrequiredif
the fault zonecan support sheartractions • 50 MPa over 300 km. These subduction
zone strengthsimply that the mantle, fault zone, and lithospheredissipateabout
30%, 10%, and 60% of a descendingslab'spotential energyreleaseif the slab is 100
km thick. The lithosphericcomponentis highly dependenton slab thickness;it is
smallerfor thin plates but may be large enoughto prevent bendingin slabsthat
can grow thicker than 100 km. $ubductionzone strength should be more stable
than mantle viscosityto changesin mantle temperature, so the controllinginfluence
of subductionzonescould serve to stabilize plate velocitiesover time as the Earth
cools. Becausethe "details"of convergentplate boundariesare so important to the
dynamicsof plate motion, numerical modelsof mantle flow should treat subduction
zonesin a realistic way.
1.

Introduction

The tectonic motions of Earth's plates are thought
to represent the upper boundary layer of convection
in the mantle. This boundary layer founders in a few
localized downwellingsknown as subduction zones in
which one plate dives beneath another into the mantle's interior. It is thought that the negative buoyancy
associatedwith cold, dense slabs drives plate motions
by pulling on the surface plates to which these slabs

than the mantle, a fact that has important implications
for convectionin the mantle. For example, several au-

thors [e.g., Bunge and Richards,1996; Davies, 1988;
Gurnis and Zhong, 1991] have noted that the longwavelengthstructureof mantle flow is at least partly
controlledby the existenceof strong surfaceplates.
Convection of a fluid with a strong upper boundary layer has been studied by severalauthors. In fluids with temperature-dependentviscosity,Jaupart and

Parsons[1985]foundthat two lengthscalesof instability are possible. For large viscositycontrastsbetween
and Uyeda, 1975; Hager and O'Connell, 1981; Lithgowthe boundary layer and the underlying fluid, deformaBertelloniand Richards,1995]. The coldtemperatures tion of the entire upper boundary layer becomessuffiof the boundary layer make it not only denserbut stiffer
ciently difficult that it cannotparticipate in convection.
In this case,short-wavelengthinstabilitiesdevelopbeCopyright 1999 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
low a "rigid lid." For intermediate viscositycontrasts
the upper boundary layer can participate in the convecPaper number 1999JB900149.
tive circulation,but its strength produceswavelengths
0148-0227/99/ 1999JB900149509.00
are attached[e.g., Chappleand Tullis, 1977; Forsyth
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that are longer than would be expected for an isovis- figure is about an order of magnitude larger than the
cousfluid. $olomatov[1995]describesthis convective maximumstrengthof oceaniclithosphere[e.g.,Kohlstregime as a transitional one between the isoviscousand ½dt½t al., 1995],so at most only 10% of elasticbendthe rigid lid regimes, distinguishedby the significant ing stressescan be supported. The remaining stress
resistance to flow offered by the cold boundary layer.
This resistancecan rival that due to shearingof the interior, meaningthat the strong upper boundary layer is
important in determining convectivebehavior.
Because the boundary layer is so important, the details of how it deforms should be important as well.
In standard isoviscousboundary layer theory, first used
to describemantle convectionby Turcott½and Oxburgh

must be relaxed by an inelasticdeformation mechanism.
For an elastic-plastic or elastic-brittle theology, elastic
stressesgreater than the maximum yield stressare re-

lievedby fracturingof the rock [e.g., Turcott½and Schubert,1982,pp. 341-345].This type of theologycanproduce the seismicity distributions of the Benioff zones,
which are, perhaps coincidentally,also • 30 km wide

[e.g.,Hasegawaet al., 1994; Jarrard, 1986;Kawakatsu,
1986]. In a viscoelasticrheology,viscousstrainsrelax
izontal shortening of the material at the surface above largeelasticstresses
[e.g., Turcotteand Schubert,1982,
them. Thus, some material at the surface stagnates pp. 337-340].We expectthe lithosphereto exhibitsome
[1967],downwellings
are symmetricaland resultin hor-

above the descendingplume while cold material from
either side flows beneath it. The downwellingsassociated with plate-scale convection in the mantle do not
behave in this manner. Instead, in a subduction zone,

viscousproperties becauseit is partly composedof cold
mantle material, and the mantle certainly behaves as
a highly temperature-dependentviscousfluid. In fact,
some authors have shown that trench topography can

one plate bends and descendsinto the mantle beneath
another, even if both plates are composedof oceanic

be explainedby the loadingof a viscousplate [e.g.,De
Brema½cker,
1977],by viscousstressesassociatedwith
bending[e.g.,M½loshand Raefskg,1980],or by viscous
couplingof the surfaceto the negativebuoyancyof the
slab [e.g.,Sleep,1975;Zhongand Gumis, 1994].

lithosphere. This one-sideddownwellingallowsmore of
the thermal buoyancy of the boundary layer to participate in driving plate motions than is achieved in the
rigid lid or isoviscousstyles of convection. It is not
clear, however, if this increasedbuoyancy is offset by
the increasedresistanceto deformation imposedby the
subductingplate's strength.

The oceanic lithosphere probably experiences all of
the above mentioned

deformation

mechanisms

at var-

ious stages during subduction, making a full description of the applicable constitutive relation extraordiThere is evidence that resistance to convection is crenarily complicated. We recognize, however, that all
ated by the subduction zone. First, the seismicity of of the deformation mechanisms, with the exception of
Wadati-Benioff
zones illuminates
the location of the
elastic bending, dissipate energy and thus retard the
slab [e.g., Isacks and Barazangi, 1977; Giardini and flow of the lithosphere into the mantle. In what folWoodhouse,
1984]. The fact that energyis releasedby lows, we estimate the energy dissipatedby a deforming
earthquakes within the slab indicates that the descend- slab assuming viscousflow and compare it to the ening lithospheremust generateat least someresistanceto ergy dissipated by flow in the underlying mantle. In
mantle convection. In addition, the focal mechanisms doing so, we are able to determine how plate velociassociatedwith this seismicity seem, in some cases,to
ties depend on the material strength of the subducting
indicate a stress pattern in the slab characteristic of lithosphere, which we express as the lithosphere's "efbending as the slab begins to descend, and unbend- fective" viscosity. Becausewe are simply performing an
ing as it straightens out and continuesinto the mantle energy balance, this parameter can be thought of as al[e.g., Beyis, 1986; Has½9awaet al., 1994; Kawakatsu, lowing viscousflow to dissipate the same energy that
1986]. The dissipationof energywithin the slab as it would be dissipated if all of the complicated deformaboth

bends

and unbends

indicates

that

at least some

tion

mechanisms

were included.

Because

the effective

of the bending deformation is inelastic and is undone lithosphere viscosity results from some combination of
by more inelastic deformation in an unbendingprocess many deformation mechanismswhoserelative and absolute strengths are not known, we treat the effective vis[e.g., Chappleand Forsgth,1979].
cosity as a variable upon which plate velocity depends.
The presenceof inelastic deformation in the slab is indicative of the type of rheologythat controlsthe slab's Using Earth's observeddistribution of plate velocities,
behavior. The topographyand gravity of trenchesasso- we hope to constrain the value of this parameter and, as
ciated with subduction can be explained by theoretical a result, the importance of subduction to the large-scale
models of the bending of an elastic plate ,-• 30 km [hick convective structure of Earth.

[e.g., Hanks, 1971; Watts and Talwani, 1974]. If the
radius of curvature of a bending plate is R = 200 km

[e.g.,Beyis,1986],its Young'smodulusis E = 70 GPa
2. Viscous Dissipation
[e.g., Turcott½
andSchubert,1982,p. 106],and its Poisson's ratio is u = 0.25, we estimate, following Turcott½

One way to determine the relative importance of the

and Schubert[1982,p. 114],that the maximumbending slab, fault zone, and mantle is to compare the energy
stressesin the plate must be of order 6000 MPa. This

dissipated in deforming each of these regions. To do
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this, we start with conservationof momentum for a continuous

medium:
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For an isoviscous mantle the fluid deformation within

a convectingcellis characterizedby a surfaceplate mov-

ing with velocityvp and a returnflowgoverned
by the
free-slipcondition at the core-mantleboundary. The
resultingviscousflow producesshearstressesthat can
counterflow
wherefi is a body force,rrij is the stress,p is density, be determinedby analogyto asthenospheric

[e.g.,Turcotteand Schubert,
1982,pp. 232-236].The

t is time, and ui and xi are the velocity and distance
components. To obtain an expression for energy, we

resultisVxz- 3rlmvp(D-z)/D2, where•/rnistheman-

multiply (1) by ui and integrateovera volumeV. After
somemanipulation[e.g., Chandrasekhar,
1961, pp. 1214], we obtain

to estimate
(I)Vm
d, thetotalrateofviscous
dissipation
in

tle viscosity,D is the mantle thickness,and z is depth

(positivedownward).
Fora cellof lengthL weuse(7)
the mantle

(I)Vm
d-- 3r/m
Vp
2(A+ Cry)

(8)

where(I)•d, asforallsubsequent
expressions
fordissipation, is per unit length perpendicularto the direction of
flow. Here A is the aspect ratio of the convectingcell,
where

S is the surface

of the volume

V.

These

five

terms expressthe energy balance for viscousflow, and
only the last two contribute significantlyfor the mantle.
The left-hand side givesthe rate at which the fiuid's kinetic energy changeswith time and is negligible if the
Reynolds number is low, as it is for the mantle. The
first term on the right-hand side is the rate at which
stressesdo work on the boundary of V. If V is the volume of a closedconvectingcell with free-slip boundary
conditions, this term is zero.

The middle term on the right-handside of (2) represents the rate at which

work is done on the medium

equal to the greaterof LID or D/L. In definingA, we
recognizethat for L < D the dominant flow is similar
to the one described

direction

return upwelling. In addition, we recognizethat to conserve mass, a return circulation must occur near the two
shorter edgesof the cell. The variable parameter Cr• in

(8) accounts
for the additionalenergydissipatedby this
circulation and depends on how sharply streamlines of
the flow are forced to bend at corners. Simple numerical

testsshowthat (8) accuratelydescribesviscousdissipation that

by the deformation. It is useful to decomposethe total

above but in the vertical

and producedby the downgoingslab (alsomovingwith
speedvp)andthe free-slipboundaryassociated
with the

occurs in a box with

two boundaries

that

are

free-slipand two that movewith velocityvp. We also

stress•i5 into its pressurep and deviatoricri5 compo- find that C,• does not depend on the aspect ratio A.
nents:
The remainingterm in (2) givesthe rate at which
• = -p•i• + r•
(3) body forces do work on the fluid. We refer to this term

where•ii is the Kroneckerdelta function.Definingthe
strain

rate

-

+

j

(4)

the rate of work integral can be written

The first term on the right-handsideof (8) represents
the increasein internal energy due to changesin volume, while the second term represents strain energy
dissipatedby shearingof the material.
At this point, we make the simplifying assumptions
that the material is incompressible, •ii = 0, and that
its rheologycan be expressedas that of a fluid, with an
effectiveviscosity• that can be a function of position:

vii = 2•]•ij
Then

(6)

the rate at which work is done on the material

-

rijeijdV- 2

rl•ij•ijdV

is

(7)

as (I)pe because, for the mantle, it represents the rate
at which gravitational potential energy is released. The
net work done by gravity on the hydrostatic component
of the density field is zero for a closedconvectingcell, so
only the horizontally varying component of the density
field contributes to (I)pe. For a Boussinesqfluid whose
density varies with temperature, (I)peis given by

(I)Pe
--/Vp#C•
[Tm
- T(vo,
7,)]
Vz(VC,
7,)dV(9)
whereVz is the vertical componentof velocity(positive
downward),T is temperature,Tr• is the mantle interior
temperature, c• is the thermal expansivity, and g is the
accelerationdue to gravity. For slab driven flow, only

the descending
slabcontributesto (9). To performthis
integral, we must integrate over the temperature profile of the subducting slab, which changesas the slab
descends

and warms.

The

heat

that

warms

the

slab

is lost from the neighboringmantle, so the integral of
the temperature profile along horizontal planes should
not vary with depth [e.g., Turcotteand Schubert,1982,
pp. 176-178]. Thus we can simply use the integral of

the surfacetemperatureprofilein estimating(9). This

where(I)vdis thetotalrateof viscous
dissipation.

profile is that of a cooling boundary layer, generated as
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the lithosphere travels across Earth's surface, and can

be representedas an error function [e.g., Turcotteand
Schubert,1982,pp. 163-167]:

= zxr

(10)

(:/h,) +

where Ts is the temperature at the surface, AT =
T,•- T, is the temperature differencebetween the mantle and the surface, and h, is the thicknessof subducting
lithosphere, defined here in terms of the time tc during
which the boundary layer has cooled:

h,- 2x/•- 2v/nL/v
p

(11)

where n is the thermal diffusivity. Then the total rate
of potential energy release provided by the slab is, in
two dimensions

bins, 1997; Melosh and Raefsky, 1980; Toth and Gurhis, 1998;Zhanget al., 1985;Zhongand Gurnis,1994]
or large-scalestudiesdesignedto look at the effect of
various parameterizations of subduction zoneson mantle convectionof a global scale [e.g., Bercovici,1995;
Bunge and Richards, 1996; Davies, 1989; Hager and
O'Uonnell, 1981; King and Hager, 1994; King et al.,
1992;Puster et al., 1995;Zhongand Gurnis,1995a,b].
Due to computationalconstraints,the local studiesgenerally have finer spatial resolutionthan the global models and thus can more realistically incorporate some of
the more detailed

structures

of a subduction

zone.

In

particular,Housemanand Gubbins[1997],Meloshand
Raefsky[1980],and Zhanget at., [1985]assigna realistic curved geometry to an isolatedsubductingplate and
look at the bending of that plate as it descends.Zhong

and Gumis[1994]and Zhonget at. [1998]alsointroduce
(I)pe-pgc•ATvzls
erfc
z
dzpgc•ATvplshs
a
fault zone into an otherwise regular grid in an effort
/0
(12)

to parameterize the interaction betweensubductingand

where l• is the length of the subducted portion of the
slab and we have assumed that the slab velocity is the

overridingplates.Finally, Tothand Gurnis[1998]allow

sameas the surfaceplate velocityvp.
The energybalancegivenby (2) is then simplya bal-

ical forces associated

ance between viscous dissipation and potential energy

fine numerical resolution and complex grid geometry,
so it is difficult to incorporate these models into largerscale global models. To get around this problem, the
detailed structure of the subduction zone is generally
parameterized in a simple way in an effort to mimic its

release,
andcanbesimplified
to (I)Vm
d - (I)pe. Equating
'thesetermsusing(8) and (12) yieldsan expression
for
the plate velocity:

pgc•ATh•l•

vp= 3v•.,•(A+CM)
pgc•ATD

+ C.•

(14)

This expressionfor velocity is a variation of a similar ex-

pressiongivenby standardboundarylayertheory[Turcotteand Schubert,1982,p. 282]. The differences
arise
in our estimateof the viscousdissipationin (8), where
we assumethat the boundary condition at the mantle's
base is free slip and that a slab's velocity is equal to
that of its attached surface plate. For a more complicated system with a strong lithosphere that subducts,
the added viscous dissipation in the subduction zone
should serve to slow the plate by adding terms to the

denominatorof (13). To determinethe influenceof the
subduction zone, we have developed a finite element
model of a convectingsystem that specificallyincludes
zone.

3.

Element

Finite

local

effects on mantle

(4•L)l/a( )2/a
(•)-2/a

a subduction

Detailed

with

models

flow.

the initiation

of subduction.

of subduction

zones demand

Several methods

have been used.

(13) One is to impose piecewisecontinuous velocity bound-

Combining(13) and (11), settingl, = D and L > D,
and solvingfor vp yields
-

a fault zone's geometry to evolve in responseto dynam-

Model

Various numerical parameterizations of a subduction
zone have been used to study a variety of problems.
These are generally either local studiesdesignedto investigate the dynamics of the subduction zone itself

[e.g., Gurnis and Hager, 1988; Housemanand Cub-

ary conditionsat the surfaceto force plate-like behavior

[e.g.,Hager and O'Uonnell,1981;Davies, 1988;Bunge
andRichards,1996].Anotherapproachis to •mplement
plates by combining strongly temperature-dependent
viscosity with low-viscosity weak zones that represent

plate boundaries[e.g.,Davies,1989;Gurnisand Hager,
1988;King and Hager, 1990;Puster et al., 1995]. Both
approaches,while indeed allowing the plates to move
in a plate-like fashion, do not take into account the detailed structure of the subduction zone and its dynamics. A few studies include a fault zone that can support shear stressesand allow differential displacements

acrossits width [e.g., Toth and Gurnis, 1998; Zhong
and Gumis, 1994, 1995a,b; Zhonget al., 1998]. This
fault zone parameterizes the interaction between the
subducting and overriding plates and allows for more
realistic subduction geometry, in that one plate overrides another and the entire thermal buoyancy of the
subducting plate is incorporated into driving convection. These studies, however, do not specifically treat
the deformation within the lithosphere as it subducts.
This deformation may be important in resisting plate
motions, so a more complete analysis of a subduction
zone's effect on mantle

flow is needed.

In this study we incorporate the important features
of local subduction models in a larger-scaleconvecting
system. In particular, we include a smoothly bending
subductingslab and an adjacentfault zonein a viscous

cONRADANDHAGER:
BENDING,
SUBDUCTION,
ANDPLATEDYNAMICS
model of a singleconvectioncell. Both are modeledas
viscousfluids in a finite elementcalculation using ConMan, a finite element code that solvesthe coupledthermal diffusion and incompressibleNavier-Stokes equations for both Newtonian and non-Newtonianrheology

[King et al., 1990].The finite elementgrid we usedincludes a lithosphere, mantle, and viscousfault zone, as
shown in Figure 1. Its length L is 1500 kin, and its
depth D is 1200 km.
An accurate representation of deformation in the subducting slab is facilitated in the designof our finite ele-

ment grid. The curvedsurfaceof the slab is parallel to
the direction of its descentinto the mantle, allowingit
to flow into the mantle in a smooth, continuousfashion,
as real slabsdo in Earth. A rectangular grid of comparable resolution, which could have been more easily
implemented,would not allow this type of slab behavior becausethe slab edgeswould consistof cornersin
the grid, which would alter its flow. The surface of the
slab is drawn so that the vertical component of the slab
velocity at each point increasesas the error function of
the arc length around the slab, as describedby Melosh

andRaefsky[1980].We usea slabdip angleof 90ø anda
radius of curvature

R of 240 kin. This surface describes

the curved upper surfaceof the subductingslab. The
rest of the grid, which representsboth the lithosphere
and mantle, is filled in below this surface as shown in

Figure 1 and is assigneda temperature-dependentmantle viscosity•7r•- Free-slipis imposedalong all horizontal and vertical surfaces,and all corners are pinned.
The interaction between the subducting and overriding plates is parameterized by a viscousfault zone
one element wide, bounded above by an overriding arcwedgeregion whose lower boundary is pinned (Fig-

ure 1). We use a fault zone of length l! = 782 km
and width w! = 10.7 km and assigna temperatureindependentviscosity•, whichallowsthe fault to support shear stress. The shear strain rate acrossthe fault

zoneisgivenby i! - Evv/w.t, sotheshearstress
within
the fault zoner! is givenby

r! - 2•!•! - •!•

Vp
w!

of viscous fluids but of rocks that can support some
degreeof frictional shear stress. Our viscousfault zone
supports shear stressesbetween the subducting plate
and the overridingwedgeand thus modelsthis essential
aspect of a real fault zone.

The overridingwedgeregion(Figure 1) is alsoa viscousfluid with a viscosity 100 times that of the mantle,

-30O

-400

Figure 1. The finite element grid used. Shown in expandeddetail is the gridding of the
subductionzone. This regionis highlightedon a schematicof the full finite elementgrid (inset).
The portion of the grid that is not detailed here has a regular geometry and allows a return
circulation to the subductingregion. The shaded regionsrepresent,from lower left to upper
right, the mantle, subductinglithosphere,fault zone, and overriding arc-wedgeregion. The
lithosphere is differentiated from the mantle by temperature alone. Flow boundary conditions
are free slip along all grid edges.The large dots representnodesthat are pinned to zero velocity
shown are in kilometers.

(15)

The strengthof a viscousfault zone,representedby the
stress it can support, is thus a function of both the
imposed viscosity and the velocity of the subducting
plate. Real fault zones are not, of course, composed

-lOO

Distances
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but it does not participate in the main convectiveflow.
Instead, free-slip boundary conditions along the grid
edgesallow a small circulation of material between the
fault zone and the wedge. This circulation is minor and
does not affect the dynamics of the subducting plate
system, as demonstrated below.
We assignan error function temperature profile to the

In any case,this steady state solution is used only as a
starting point for the modelsdescribedbelow in which

we allowr/f and Ea to vary.
It is potentially difficult to force strong lithosphere
into or away from the cornersof the finite element grid.
To prevent this difficulty, we apply temperature boundary conditionsto prevent high-viscositymaterial from

oceaniclithosphereas givenby (10), usingT• = 273 K, nearingthe corners(Figure 1, inset). When the slab
AT = 1200øC,n = I mm2 s-•, and a preimposed
cool- descendsdeeper than 800 km depth, its temperature
ing time to. Initially, this temperature profile is imposed
acrossthe entire surfaceof the grid. Velocity boundary
conditions along the surface of the oceanic plate are
used to advect this temperature profile into the mantle, where thermal diffusion allowssomewarming of the
slab as it descends. Becausethe finite element grid is
not long enough for significant thickening of the thermal boundary layer to occur as it traverses the box,
the imposed cooling time tc dictates the approximate

is set to Try, thus eliminating its strength and thermal
buoyancybelow this depth. Similarly, as the plate pulls
away from the mantle upwellingopposite the descending slab, mantle viscositiesare imposedfor the first 200
km of the plate. Buoyancy,however,is still controlled
by the temperature distribution, which is set .to mimic

that of a ridgeby using(10) and allowingt• to increase

linearly from zero to its full value at 200 km. In this
way, we more realistically generate the small pushing
force derived from the horizontal juxtaposition of buoythicknessof the slab,as in (11).
ant mantle and dense lithosphere, while still allowing
The oceanic lithosphere's cold temperatures are responsiblefor its increasedstrength relative to the man- the slab to easily pull away from the edge of the grid.
The importance of the slab and fault zone shoulddetle. Temperature-dependent
viscosityr/(T) is generally
givenfor dislocationflow as [e.g.,Kohlstcdtet el., 1995] pendon their rheology.To seehow they do, we vary the

strengthof the fault zone by changingits viscosityr/f

r/(T)- r/r•exp RT RTr•

and the effective viscosityof the lithosphere by changactivation energy, Ea, associatedwith tem-

(16) ing the

peraturedependence
in (16). The steadystate buoy-

whereR: 8.31J mol-• K-• is theuniversal
gascon- ancy field is used to drive flow for one time step to
stant, Ea is the activation energy, and mantle temper-

ature Tr• yieldsmantleviscosityr/r• [King, 1991]. This
viscosity law is only applied to the lithosphere and man-

tle, and a maximumviscosityof 104r/mis enforced.Al-

test the system's responseto each new rheology. We
record the plate velocity and the total viscousdissipation the mantle, lithosphere,fault zone, and overriding
wedge. The lithosphereis distinguishedfrom the mantle by temperature; elementswith averagetemperatures
< 0.9AT + T• are consideredlithosphere.

though the above viscosity law does not account for
the variety of deformation mechanisms that may occur in the subducting lithosphere, we account for the
strengtheningor weakeningeffectsof thesemechanisms 4.

by allowingEa to vary. Thus (16) can be thoughtof as
defining the effective viscosityof the lithosphere.
Once the velocity boundary conditions have advected
the temperature field to depth, they are replaced by
free-slip boundary conditions. The temperature field
then provides negative buoyancy with which the slab
can drive mantle flow. This is achievedby making the
Boussinesqapproximation and by imposing a nonzero
coefficient of thermal expansion, c•, everywhere except

Nondimensionalization

The activation energy E• determines how viscosity
varieswith depth in the lithosphere. To determine how

the geometryandrheologyof the subductionzoneaffect
its importanceto the convectingsystem,it is usefulto
estimate an effective viscosityof the entire lithosphere
for a givenactivationenergy.To do this, we usean aver-

agingmethodsuggested
by Permentieret el. [1976]in
whichviscosityis weightedby the squareof the second

for the overriding wedge. We allow the dense slab

invariant of the strain rate tensor • and then averaged

to drive convection until a thermally consistent steady
state model of mantle flow is achieved. In other words,

over volume'

the plate descendsunder its own weight with a con-

0-

stantvelocityvp,andthe thermalbuoyancy
of theplate
We have performed experimentswith both Newtonian
and strain-rate-dependentrheologyand havefound that
a fault zone viscosityof r/,•/100 and an activationen- _ourresults,whenexpressedin termsof this definitionof
ergyof Ea = 100kJ tool-•. The lattervalueis smaller effectiveviscosity,are independentof the type of rhethan is generallyfound for olivine in laboratory experi- ology applied. As a result, we can define an effective
ments,but Christensen[1984]showsthat the effectsof viscositythat is the result of either Newtonian or nonstress-dependentviscosity can be approximated in cal- Newtonian rheologyin a bendinglithosphere.In addition, it shouldbe possibleto accountfor brittle behavior
culations with Newtonian viscosity by decreasing E•.
is determined by the descentof a slab with this same
velocity. We calculate this steady state solution using
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by applyinga highlynon-Newtonian(plastic)rheology, mensionalize
this quantityusing(20). The resultis genwhich approximates the effects of a yield stress.
erally largerthan valuespredictedusing(21) by roughly
We nondimensionalizethe lithosphere and fault zone 20%. Runsin whichthe subductingplate is significantly
slowed by the lithosphere's strength yield fault zone
stressesthat are even larger, probably becausethe stress
is less accurately representedby the shearing given by

viscositiesby the mantle viscosity:

, = 0r•
f/t
rh
where

overbars

, = r/,,
f/S
r•S

indicate

effective

viscosities

(18)

(15) if vp is small. In any case,the fact that (20) and
(21) agreeas well as they do overordersof magnitude
changein both fault zone and lithosphereviscosityindicates that we can accurately represent a fault zone in

calculated

using (17) and primesindicatedimensionless
quantities. We note that a typical velocityis givenby vpo=
2i0h, - roh,/fl,,, where i0 is a typical strain rate and
r0 is a typical stress. Using ro-

a viscous way.

p#c•ATI,, we nondi5.

mensionalize velocity as

Finite

Element

Results

Becausedissipationin the fault zoneis related to both

We have run the finite element code for a range of
lithosphere and fault zone strengths for plate thicknessesof 57, 100, and 157 km. As a result, we are able
to determine how the dimensionlessplate velocity varies

its length1Sand the shearstressit supports,rS, it is

withr•, (rS/S)' andh• (Figures
2a 3a, and4a) In

,
vp
=
useful to expressthe fault zone strength as the product
of thesequantities, made dimensionlessusing r0 and h,:

(rS1S)'
= p#aATh,l,
rS1S

the nondimensionalization

(20)

we assume an effective

slab

length of l• = 700 kin, which ignoresany contribution
from the upper 100 km of the finite element grid. This
is reasonablebecausethe driving buoyancyof the slab
is determined by horizontal variations in density, which
are small near the surface due to the slab's nearly hor-

Combining(15), (18), (19), and (20), we find

izontal orientationthere (Figure 1).

(rS/S)'--rlsvpls
' ' /ws

An isoviscousconvecting system with an aspect ra-

(21)

tio of A = LID = 1500/1200 = 1.25 should produce
' - 0.06, as shown by a
To calculate(rS/s)', we areallyaveragethe shearstress a dimensionless
velocityof vp
in the fault zoneelements,multiplyby /S, and nondi- comparisonof (13) and (19)if C,• = 2, as we estimate
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Figure 2. Resultsfrom the finite element model for a plate thicknessof h, - 57 km, plotted

as a functionof dimensionless
lithosphere
viscosityr• givenby (18) and the dimensionless
fault
strength(rS1S)'givenby (20). Shownare (a) the dimensionless
plate velocityv•,, givenby (19),
and the percentageof the total viscousdissipationthat occursin the (b) mantle, (c) lithosphere,
and (d) fault zone. For comparison,theseregionsrepresent91%, 7%, and 0.5% of the total area
of the finite element grid.
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in the fault zone and the lithosphere. We attempt to
combine the viscous dissipation in these regions with

for

that of the mantlein (8) to obtainan expression
for vea weak,thin, lithosphereand a weakfault zone (Fig- locity similar to (13). To do this, we first characterize
ure 2a). Thus a stronglithosphereor fault zonesignifi- fault zone and lithosphere dissipation.
cantly slowsa plate. Thick plates are slowedmore than
thin plates for a given lithosphereviscosity and fault

strength(compareFigures2a, 2b, and 2c), especially
for plates with high lithosphericviscosity.
To showthat it is indeedthe bendingof the slab and
the shearingof the fault zone that act in slowingthe
plate, we plot the percentageof the total viscousdis-

sipationthat occursin eachof the mantle(Figures2b,
3b, and 4b), lithosphere(Figures2c, 3c, and 4c), and
fault zone(Figures2d, 3d, and4d) as a functionof dimensionless
lithosphereviscosityand fault strengthfor
each of the three plate thicknessesstudied. The frac-

tion of the viscousdissipationthat occursin the wedge
region is everywhere lessthan ( 0.5% of the total and

thus is insignificant.Included in the figure captionsis
the fractionof the total area of the finite elementgrid
eachregionrepresents.In every case,the fraction of the
viscousdissipation that occurs in the mantle is smaller

than its areal fraction. Instead, the lithosphereor fault
zone dissipate more than their share of the total.

In general, as the fault zone strength increases,the
plate velocity decreasesand the proportion of dissipation in the fault zone increases,indicating that an increasedresistancein the fault zone slowsthe plate. We
alsoobservethe samegeneraltrend of decreasedplate
velocitiesand increaseddissipationin the lithosphere
as either the thicknessor viscosityof the lithosphere
increases.The fraction of dissipationin the lithosphere
increases
with decreasing
lithospherestrength,however,
if the fault zone is strong but the lithosphereis weak.
This is becausea strongfault zoneacts to pin the surface of the slab to the overridingwedge. If the slab is
itself weak, significantshearingis permitted within the
slab, causingviscousdissipationin the slab to increase.
This motion, however,is not plate-like becausethe fault
zonedoesnot accommodatemotion of the subducting
plate past the overriding wedge. The fault zone, by
definition,must be weakerthan the subductingplate.

6.1. Fault Zone Dissipation
The pattern of viscousdissipationin the fault zone is
shownby Figure 5 for a strong fault zone with an intermediate lithosphereviscosity.It is clear that the largest
rate of viscousdissipation is found within the elements
of the fault zone and is typically between 50 and 100
times the mean value for the entire finite element grid.

Fora platevelocityof vp- 10cmyr-1 andthe mantle parametersgivenlater, we estimate,using(12), an

average
potentialenergyrelease
of 1.7x 10-s W m-3
for a convecting cell.

Assuming a specific heat of

Cp- 1100J kg-1K-1 theconcentration
ofthisheating by a factor of 100 within the fault zone should cause
temperatures there to increaseby 75øC in the 5 Myr it
takesfor a subductingmaterial to passthrough 500 km
of subductionzone. This heating may weakenthe fault
somewhat but should be primarily carried away by thermal diffusion into the adjacent cold slab.

We haveshownthat the decreasein velocityfrom vp
to zeroacrossthe fault zoneof width w! and arealf w!
generates
a shearstress•'! givenby (15). If •'! is nearly
uniform along the fault's length, the dissipation in the

faultzone
(I)•dcanbeexpressed
using
(7)'
(I)•d- •'•vpl!

(22)

Neitherthe width of the fault zonew! nor its viscosity,
•7f, are usedin this estimationof dissipation.Faults in
real subduction zones are not viscousbut may exhibit
brittle or plastic rheologyand thus shouldsupport some
degreeof shear stressover some length, so we can still
estimate their contribution to the total viscous dissipa-

tion using(22).
6.2. Lithosphere Dissipation
The lithosphere exhibits a more complicated pattern
of dissipation than does the fault zone, as is shown in

Figure 6 for a strong lithosphereand a weak fault zone.
There
appear to be four primary regionsof contribution
6. Theoretical
Prediction
of Plate
to the total dissipation. As the slab begins to subduct,
Velocity
one region near the top of the slab exhibits extensional
The finite element resultsshow that the plate ve- stressesalong its length, while another region below it is
locity decreasessignificantlyfrom its expected isovis- under horizontal compression. This pattern is reversed
cousvalue when a strong lithosphereor fault zone are as the slab exits the curved part of the subductingslab.
present. Becausethe expressionfor the plate velocity These stresses are similar to fiber stresses in a bend(13) arisesfrom a balancebetweenviscousdissipation ing elastic plate, as describedby Turcotte and Schubert

and potentialenergyrelease,it is clear that the expression for this balance becomes incorrect

as we increase

[1982,pp. 112-115]. As the slab beginsto descend,it

must deform into a bent shape, which forcesthe surface
the strength of the lithosphereor fault zone. The ex- of the slab to expand while its base contracts. As the
pression
for potentialenergyrelease(12) shouldnot be slab continuesto descend,it must unbend from a curved
altered by this change,but the expressionfor viscous shapeinto a straight one. The recoveryof this straightdissipation should include the dissipation that occurs ened shape requires undoing the inelastic deformation
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For reference, the upper surface of the fault zone is represented as a solid line. The density of
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r' = r/(p#aAThs), andstresses
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length. The percentagesof the total viscousdissipationin the mantle, lithosphere, and fault zone
are 36%, 27%, and 37%.
that originally bent the slab. Thus the top surfaceof the
slab contracts while the bottom surface expands. This
stresspattern matchesthe one observedin Figure 6 and
generatesan amplification of viscousheating by up to a

ß

Vpy

(24)

Combining(7) and (24), the viscousdissipationin the

lithosphere,
(I)[d, is

factorof 100 (Figure6). If we assumethat the average
heating of slab material as it travels through the subduction zone is half of this, we expect the slab to only
warm by 35øC, which should not' significantlyaffect its
material strength.
We estimate the dissipation associatedwith the observedstresspattern by analyzing the bending and unbending deformation. It can be shownusing similar tri-

/h•12
Vp
y 2dy
(I)•d
• lcri'
.•-h•/2
(•)

(25)

Performingthis integral and using the fact that l• is
proportional to R, we find

(I)[d-- ClVp2
•]l

(26)

angles[Turcotteand Schubert,1982, pp. 114-115]that
the horizontal strain exx associatedwith bending is
AI•

y

ex•=l• = •

where we have introduced the constant Ct in which we

incorporate all constantsof proportionality and integrathat arise in the derivation. Thus we find that the
(23) tion
lithosphericdissipationdependson the cube of the ratio

where AI• is the change in length l• of a fiber in the
curved part of the slab, y is the distance from the centerline of the slab, and R is the radius of curvature with
which the bending occurs. We can obtain a strain rate
by dividing by a typical timescalefor bending. In this

of the thickness

6.3.

of the slab to its radius

of curvature.

Expression for Plate Velocity

The sum of the dissipationrates for each of the mantle, fault zone, and lithosphereyields the total dissipacase,l•/vp is an appropriatetimescalebecausethe slab tion in the convectingsystem, which should equal its
is beingstrained as it is being pulled through the curved rate of potentialenergyrelease,as shownby (2). Thus
part of the subductionzone. However, l• is proportional
to R, so we can approximate the strain rate as
(I)pe-- (I)Vm
d-{-(I)y
d-+(I)[d
(27)
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Figure 6. Similar to Figure 5, for h• - 100 km and viscousparametersthat yield a relatively

stronglithosphere
anda relativelyweakfault zone.Here,r/• - 3500,(rflf)' - 1.8 x 10-5, and
v• - 0.0021. The percentages
of the total viscousdissipationin the mantle, lithosphere,and
fault zone are 7%, 93%, and 0.003%.

Combining(8), (12), (22), and (26) and solvingfor the

=

Finally, we determineC'i by matchingthe curvesfor

(rill) t- 0.3 (Figure7d) wherethefaultzoneis most

plate velocity, we find

important,findingC'i:

C•pgaATl•h• -

1.2.

The results shown in Figure 7 show that both the

3rbn
(Aq-Crn)q-Ctrlt(hs/R)3

h• - 100 km and h• - 157 km curves are well matched

between the finite element results and theory. This
wherewe assignCs = 1/x/• and introducethe con- match is impressivegiven that it occursover orders of
stant C'y,whichshouldbe closeto unity, to accountfor magnitude variations in the dimensionlesslithosphere
possibleinconsistencies
betweenthe theory usedto de- viscosityand fault zone strength, where the importance
rive (28) and the finite elementresults.If we apply the of each rangesfrom negligibleto governing. The third
nondimensionalizations
we havepreviouslydevelopedin set of curves, hs: 57 km, shows finite element velocities that are consistentlylarger than predicted, but the
(18), (19), and (20) to (28), we find
match is not unreasonable,and the predictive power of

,

vp=

c, - c;

3(A+ C,•)+ Ctr!•
(h,/R)a

(29) doesnot appearsignificantlydiminished.One ex-

(29) planation for the discrepancycould be that the thinner

slab has a longer effectiveslab length l, becausemore
of the curved part of the slab can participate in pulling
the finite elementresults(Figures2a, 3a, and 4a) to the slab downward. The result of increasingl, is most
the velocities
predictedby (29) in Figure7. This com- easilyseenby first redimensionalizingboth the observed
parison requiresus to estimate the constants
and predictedcurvesusingthe previousvalue of l, that
and C'i. To do this, we look first at the velocitycurve we usedto nondimensionalizethem. This yields the difor hs- 157km,log• > 2, and(tflx)•- 0.005(Fig- mensional values of the observedplate velocity, to be
ure 7a). In this region,lithospheredissipationlargely matchedby (28). Using a larger value of l, in (28)
determinesthe velocity,as seenin (29) wherethe sec- increases
the predictedvalue of vp by increasingthe
ond term in the denominator dominates. We find that
driving buoyancyof the plate. Thus assuminga larger
Ct = 2.5 gives a good match for this portion of the valueof l, for the h, - 57 km curvesshouldbring their
line when C,• and Cy are unity. We next determine observedand predictedvelocitiesclosertogether. This
C,• by approximatelymatching this same curve near effect will be more pronouncedfor a strong fault zone
logr/; = 0.5, wherethe mantledissipationis mostim- becausethe numeratorof (28) is smallerso a constant
portaIit, and find that C,• = 2.5 givesa goodmatch. increasein the driving buoyancyshouldcausea proporWe compare the dimensionlessvelocity observed in
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Figure 7. A comparison
of the dimensionless
velocityv•oobtainedfrom the finite element
calculations
(thicklines)to the velocitypredictedby theory(thin lines)using(29). Velocity
is nondimensionalized
using(19) and is plottedas a functionof the log of the dimensionless
lithosphere
viscosity
r/•forfourdifferent
dimensionless
faultzonestrengths
(rflf) • andforplate
thicknesses
of hs = 57, 100,and 157km (solid,dashed,and dottedlines). We useCm -- 2.5,
C! = 1.2,andCt: 2.5in (29),whichareestimated
asdescribed
in the text.
tionally larger increasein velocity. This could explain
the larger discrepancyfor the thin plate in Figure 7d.
Theory predictsthat C! shouldbe unity, but it is
larger by 20%. One explanation for this discrepancy
could be that (22) underestimates
fault zone dissipation by 20%, requiringa corresponding
increasein C!
to yield the correct dissipation. Another possibility is
again a changein the length of the slab, ls. Decreasing
the slab length by, say, a factor of 1.2 would cause a
decreasein the first term in the numeratorof (28). To
prevent a decreasein plate velocity, we could decrease

7. Comparison to Observed Plate
Velocities

Plates that are attached to subducting slabs move

fasterthan thosethat are not [e.g.,Forsythand Uyeda,
1975; Gripp and Gordon,1990]. The differenceis striking; plates with an attachedslab move with velocities
between6 and 9 cm yr-• while those without generally moveslowerthan 2 cm yr-• when velocitiesare
measuredrelative to the hotspotreferenceframe [e.g.,
Forsyth and Uyeda, 1975; Gordon and Jurdy, 1986].
C! andC1by the samefactorand Cr, by a differentfac- The more rapid motion of slab-bearingplatesis thought

tor that dependson A. This would approximately yield

to indicate that the pull of slabs plays a dominant role

C! = 1, aspredictedby theory,andCr, = Cl = 2. This

in propellingthe plates[e.g.,Grippand Gordon,1990].

group of constants,combinedwith the new shorterslab
length, causesthe lines in Figure 7 to match as well
as they currently do, only at larger dimensionlessvelocities because they are nondimensionalizedwith the
shorterslab length (19). This seemsa likely explanation becauseit involves changing the effective length
of the slab, a quantity that is difficult to estimate and
may also be responsiblefor the discrepanciesseen for
thinner plates. Thus we proceedusing C! = i and

Earth's slab-bearingplates exhibit a wide range of
horizontal length scales,as shown in Table 1, where
two estimatesof the plate length L are given. If a plate
moves with constant velocity and does not change in

Cm ----C1-- 2.

size,the plate lengthis givenby L = Asvp, whereAs
is the age of the plate as it beginsto subduct. Because
As varies along the horizontal length of the subduction zone, the agespresentedin Table i are averages
determinedby taking the length-weightedaverageof
slabagesgivenby Jarrard[1986].For the Pacificplate,
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Table 1. Subducting Plate Data
Plate

Velocity•vp,cm/yr

Subducting
AgebA•,Ma

Plate Length, km

L = Asvp,
1500

1700

6400

7700

Cocos
Indian

8.6
6.1

Juan de Fucab

3.4

8

Nazca
Pacific
Total
South

7.6

51

3900

3900

8.0

104

8300

10400

8.0

94

8000

10400

Japan

8.0

128

Alaska

8.0

6.4

Philippine

17
105

L = x/PlateArea•

30O

10240

10400

47

3800

10400

37

2400

2300

•From Forsythand Uyeda[1975].
bFromJarrard [1986].

three separate subductingregionsare given, as well as
their average.Another approximationto the horizontal
length scale of the plate is the square root of the area
of the plate. It is apparent from Table 1 that both approximations for L are about the same for each plate
and that Earth's plates exhibit about an order of magnitude variation in plate length, from 1500 km for the
Cocosplate to 10,000 km for the Pacific plate. The velocities associated with these plates, however, are not
correlatedto these length scales(Table 1). All slabbearing plates, with the exception of the small Juan
de Fuca plate, move with absolute velocities between

6 and 9 cm yr- x This consistency
of plate velocitiesis

sphereand fault zone, we can find a new distribution of
plate velocitiesthat is consistentwith the observation

that vpdoesnot dependon L. To determinethe range
of lithosphereand fault zone strengthsin which this oc-

curs,we first expressthe plate velocityvp as a function
of plate thicknessh• usinga variationof (28) and (29):

=

/]rr• 3(A-•-2)-•-2/]•(hs/R)3

(30)

where we have changedthe nondimensionalizationof
fault zonestrengthby replacingh• by h0 in (20). This
is done so that the dimensional

value of the fault zone

strength doesnot changewith the plate thickness.We
and Jurdy [1986]showthat nearly all oceanicplates let h0 have a constant value of 100 km, but this value
have moved with velocitiesbetween5 and 9 cm yr -x has no physical meaning, since the dimensionalfault
throughout the Cenozoic. Some exceptions include the strength is not dependenton it. We also assume• =
Kula, Farallon, and Indian plates, which achieved ve- 10-6 m2 s-x , p - 3300kgm-a , g - 10ms -2 c• locitiesof 11 to 14 cm yr- x in the early Cenozoic,and 3 x 10-5 K- x AT -- 1200øC l• -- 1000kin, and
supported by the past history of plate motions. Gordon

the slow Juan de Fuca plate today.
The lack of a relationship between plate velocity and
length is somewhat surprising, becauseif the resistive
forces of plate tectonics depend on the shearing of the
underlying mantle, smaller plates should move more

D -

2500 km.

The radius of curvature

of the descend-

ing slab, R, is taken to be 200 km, after estimates by

Beyis [1986]and Isacksand Barazangi[1977]. Below,
we determinehow plate velocity vp varieswith plate
length L for various choicesof the fault zone and litho-

strengths
(•-!l!)' and•/[. Because
valueof the
rapidly than larger ones [e.g., Morgan, 1971]. Thus, sphere
the
mantle
viscosity
•/m
is
not
well
constrained,
we use
if the velocityis givenby (13), we expectlongerplates
to be slowed. This, of course,assumesthat the driving
force of each plate is the same. We do not expect this

to be true, becauselonger plates should have thicker
slabs, which will drive them faster. The equilibrium
relationship between velocity and plate length is given

it as a free parameter that we can adjust to match the
magnitude of plate velocities to those found on Earth.
The thicknessof a plate as it begins to subduct depends on its age and hence on its length and velocity

asin (11). This relationshipbetweenplate velocityand
by (14), whichhasa flatter dependence
on L than does thicknessis shown by solid lines in Figure 8 for plate
(13). This couldhelpexplainthe lackof variationof vp lengths that correspondto those of the Cocos and Paamongoceanicplates,but vpin (14) still dependson L. cific plates (L - 1500and 10,000 kin). These curves
By including the energy dissipationof the fault zone
and lithosphere in the total energy balance of the con-

are members of a larger family of curves that satisfy

the thickness-age
relationshipof (11) for eachvalueof

vectingcell, a new variationof vpwith L shouldresult. L. To determine the velocity of plates of a given length,
we apply (30). Curvesfor this expression
are alsoplot-

It is possiblethat by adjustingthe strengthsof the litho-
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Figure 8. Solutionsfor the plate velocityvp and thicknessh, of platesfor two ridge-to-trench
plate lengthsL = 1500km for the Cocosplate (thin lines)and L = 10,000 km for the Pacific
plate (thicklines). Solidlinessatisfythe thickness-age
relationship(11). Dashedanddottedlines
representthe balancebetweenviscousdissipationand potentialenergyreleasegivenby (30). For
casesin which the resulting plate thicknessis larger than 100 km, we also plot the intersection

of (30) and h, = 100 km, whichrepresentsolutionsfor platesthat cannotgrowthickerthan 100
km. For each model of lithosphereand fault zone strength the mantle viscosityr/r• is adjusted to

yieldthe Cocosplatevelocityof vp= 8.6cmyr-1 for L = 1500km. The required
valuesof
can be estimatedfrom Figure11a. (a) Curvesfor a weaklithosphere
of r/• - 20. (b) Curvesfor
a stronglithosphereof r/[ - 200. In both Figures8a and 8b, the dotted and dashedlinesshow
(rflf) / = 0 and 0.15 for a strongand weakfault zone,respectively.

tedin Figure8 forfourmodels
of r/Jand(r•lj,)' and
for the two values of L.

The intersections

of these two

sets of curves are denoted by circles in Figure 8 and
give the velocity and thicknessof a plate for each of the
four models and for the two plate lengths L. For each
model of subduction zone strength we have chosenr/.•

For a strong lithosphere,solutionsonly exist for the
Pacific plate in the limit that the lithosphere grows

very thick and velocitiesapproachzero (observethat
the thick curved solid line never crosses the dotted

and

dashedlinesin Figure8b). In fact, if r/• is large,both

(30)and(11)havevelocities
thatvaryas1/h•2 forlarge

in (30)suchthat the Cocosplate curves(L = 1500km, h,, meaningthat solutionsonly exist for vp = 0. To
thin lines)intersectto givethe actualCocosplate veloc- obtain nonzero plate velocities and still allow strong
ity of 8.6 cm yr-1. We then calculate,for eachmodel, plates, we must place a limit on the thicknessof the
the velocity and thicknesssolutionsfor the Pacific plate

lithosphere. This is perhaps not unrealistic becauseat

(L - 10,000 km, thick lines) usingthe sameviscosity somepoint a growing boundary layer must becomeunwe used for the Cocos plate. We can evaluate each stable and ceaseto thicken [e.g., Howard,1964; Jaumodel of subductionzone strength by its ability to pre- part and Parsons,1985]. We thus disallowthickening
beyondan age of 80 Ma, the point at which the linear
dict the Pacificplatevelocity(8 cmyr-1).
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relationshipbetweenseafloordepth and the squareroot

on the dimensionless
lithosphere
viscosityr/•. The effect
of its ageis observedto breakdown[e.g.,Parsonsand of increasingthe fault zone strength is to decreasethe
$clater, 1977]. There is somecontroversy
overwhether numeratorof (30), causingzero velocity at a nonzero
this observationis real and over the physicalmechanism thicknessand approximatelyshiftingthe curvesfor (30)
by which it occursif it is, but we will assumethat this

to the right. As a result, the Pacific plate curves inter-

breakdownis accompaniedby a corresponding
cessa- sect the thickness-agerelationship at different velocities
tion of plate thickeningat 100 km, the thicknessgiven for different combinations of fault zone and lithosphere
by (11) for 80 Ma. Thus,if solutions
to (11) and (30) strength (thick lines, Figure 8). Only two of the four
requireplate thickness> 100 km, we allow solutionsfor

both the thick plate and for hs - 100 km in Figure 8.
The fourmodelsof lithosphereandfault strengthproducedifferentvariationsof velocitywith plate thickness,
as shownby the dashedand dotted curvesin Figure 8.
If the fault zoneis weak(dottedlines),the velocityvari-

models produce realistic plate velocities for both the
Cocos and Pacific plates. If the lithosphere is weak

(Figure 8a), the fault zonemust alsobe weak (dotted
line) or Pacific plate velocitiesare too large. If the
lithosphereis strong(Figure 8b), nonzeroplate veloci-

ation with hs dependson the two denominator terms of

ties are only obtained if the maximum plate thickness
of h, - 100 km is enforced. In this case, realistic veloc-

(30). For small h, the bendingterm is small, so the
constantmantle term dominates,causing(30) to in-

ities of ,• 8 cm yr-x are only obtainedfor the Pacific
plate if the fault zoneis alsostrong(dashedline).

The parameter spaceof dimensionlesslithosphereand
increases.As h• increases,the lithosphereterm begins fault zone strength is more fully explored in Figure 9,
to dominate,and the curvefor (30) bendsoverand de- where solutionsfor plate velocity are plotted as a funccreases
as1/h• for largeh,. The thickness
at whichthe tion of plate length L. For each subduction model of
lithosphereterm beginsto becomeimportant depends lithosphere and fault zone strength, two solutions are

creaseapproximately linearly with h, as the buoyancy
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Figure 9. Plotsof plate velocityvp as a functionof plate lengthL that representsolutions
to (11) and (30) suchas thoseshownin Figure 8. For eachcurvethe mantle viscosityr/,• is

adjusted
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thatfitstheCocos
plate,wherevp- 8.6cmyr- x and

L - 1500km (denotedby a star). Two curvesare givenfor eachmodel,onein whicha maximum
plate thicknessof 100 km is enforcedand onein whichit is not. The branchingof the two models
is denotedby a dot, with the smootherline representingthe thick plate curve. Sixteen models
are presented,showingfault strengths(r/l/)' of (a) 0.0, (b) 0.05, (c) 0.1, and (d) 0.15. Dotted,

dash-dotted,
dashed,and solidcurvesrepresentr/[ valuesof 20, 60, 200, and 600, respectively.
The mantle viscositiesassociatedwith eachmodel can be estimatedfrom Figure 11a.
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pie,if (tflx)' = 0.15(Figure9d),a lithosphere
viscos-

given: one for which a maximum thickness of 100 km
is enforcedand one for which hs > 100 km is permitted. As before, the one remaining free parameter, the
mantle viscosityr/m, is adjustedfor each model so that
plates of length L = 1500 km have velocitiesequal to

ity betweenabout r• - 200 and r• - 600 seemsto
producea good range of plate velocities. Intermediate
fault zonestrengthsrequire intermediatedimensionless
lithospherestrengths, as shownin Figures 9b and 9c.
Thus we can obtain a reasonableset of plate velocities

8.6 cm yr-•, the set of valuesappropriatefor the Co-

forall faultstrengths
(r•l•)' between
0.0and0.15but

cos plate. We can now test a given model's validity by
seeingif it gives realistic plate velocitiesfor all values
of L betweenthe Cocosand Pacific plate lengths. It is
clear that for all but the weakestlithospherestrengths,
we must restrict the plate thickness to 100 km in order to get reasonableplate velocitiesat large L. For

only for specificvaluesof the lithosphericstrength

that increasewith fault strength.
The portion of the parameter space defined by the
dimensionless
lithosphereand fault zone strengthsthat
yields Earth-like plate velocitiesfor all plate lengths is
weakfault zonesof (rflf)' = 0.0 (Figure9a), a di- highlightedin Figure 10. This region is definedsuch
mensionless
lithosphereviscositynear r/• - 60 yields that all plates of lengths between 1500 and 10,000 km
a variation of velocity with L that is confinedto the (representing
the Cocosand Pacificplates) have ve-

observed
rangeof 5 to 9 cmyr-1. Greatervaluesof locitiesbetween4 and 11 cm yr-1, a more liberal conr/• givevelocities
that are too smallfor largeL, while straint than the one Earth placeson the range of plate
smallervaluesyield velocitiesthat are too large. As ob- velocities. The band of models that produce acceptable
runsthroughvalues
of (r•l•)' between
servedin Figure 8, larger fault zone strength requires platevelocities
greater dimensionless
lithosphereviscosity. For exam- 0.0 and about 0.2. As observed in Figure 9, strong
Pacific
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Figure 10. Modelresultsthat yieldthe Cocosplatevelocityvp- 8.6 Pa s for the Cocosplate
lengthL - 1500km for the solutionof (11), (30), and h• _<100kin, plottedas a functionof both
lithosphere
strengthr/•andfault zonestrength(ryly)'. The shadedregionrepresents
the portion
of parameterspacethat producesa "realistic"distributionof plate velocities,definedsuchthat
plate velocitiesfall between4 and 11 cm yr-1 for all valuesof L between1500 and 10000km.
To the upperleft of the shadedregion,maximumvelocities
are > 11 cm yr-•; to its lowerright,
minimumvelocitiesare < 4 cm yr-•. The percentage
of viscousdissipationthat occursin the
(a) mantle,(b) fault zone,and (c) lithosphereare shownfor a plate lengthof L - 10,000kin,
corresponding
to the Pacificplate. (d), (e), and (f) showthesepercentages
for a plate of length
L-

1500 km, correspondingto the Cocosplate.
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faultzones
for which(rflf)' > 0.15requirethe litho- a constant 100 km. Thus ?t should be constant among
sphere viscosity to be > 300 times that of the mantle
to produce reasonableplate velocities. For weaker fault
zones,lithosphere viscositiesbetween 50 and 300 times
•,• are required.
The fraction of the total viscousdissipation that occurs in each region of the plate systemis also shown in

Figure10,for platelengthsof 10,000km (Pacificplate)
and 1500km (Cocosplate). For both the Pacificand

the acceptablemodels. This is shownin Figure 11b, in
which the contours of dimensional lithosphere viscosity
approximately follow the shaded region of realistic velocities. From Figure 11b, we estimate an effective vis-

cosityfor betweenabout60 and 150x 102•Pas. Thus,
as fault zone strength increases,the required increase

in the dimensionless
lithosphereviscosity?[ is achieved

through a decreasein mantle viscosity,not an increase
Cocosplates the viscousdissipationin the lithosphere in lithosphere viscosity.
remainsapproximatelyconstantthroughoutthe shaded
The results described above are obtained by adjustregion. For the Pacific plate the lithospheredissipates ing one free parameter, the mantle viscosity, so that
between50 and 70%of the total potentialenergy(Fig- eachmodel of lithosphereand fault zone strength yields
ure 10c). This value is larger than the corresponding the Cocosplatevelocityof vp - 8.6 cmyr-• at L =
15to 30%for the Cocosplate(Figure10f) because
the 1500 km length. Our results thus depend on our choice
Pacific plate bends into the mantle with the maximum of the Cocosplate as a "reference"plate and may not be
thicknessof hs = 100 km, which generatesmore dissi- representativeif the Cocosplate velocity is anomalously
pation. For the Cocosplate the decreasein lithosphere large or small. If it were greater than the observed
dissipationis accompaniedby an increasein dissipation valueof 8.6 cm yr-1, the curvesin Figure9 shouldbe
in both the fault zone and the mantle.
shifted upward by a constant factor, making some of
The correlation between the highlighted region of the larger]•curves"realistic,"accordingto our previous
reasonableplate velocitiesand contoursof lithosphere definition. Similarly, if the Cocos plate velocity were
importance(Figures 10c and 10f) is a consequencedecreased,
curvesfor smallervaluesof r]•wouldbecome
of the two sharing the same pattern in dimensionless appropriate. Indeed, tests showthat the shadedregions
lithosphere-faultzone strength space. The fact that in Figures 10 and 11 should be widenedif we allow for a
they do has a consequence
for the dimensionalvalue of distribution of velocities for the Cocos plate. Similarly,
lithosphereviscositypredictedby our models.The per- the choiceof another reference plate, such as the Nazca
centageof lithospheredissipationis givenby the ratio of plate, servesto widen the range of "acceptable" sub(26)to (12).Theresultisproportional
to vp,h•, •t, and duction zone models. These changes,however,are not
other parameters that are constant between models. great, and we have already accountedfor some of this
Becausethe fraction of lithosphericdissipationis ap- variation by using a liberal range of plate velocitiesto
proximatelyconstantin the regionof reasonableveloci- constrain our realistic set of subduction models. Thus
ties, the product of these three terms must be constant. we continue by drawing conclusionsusing the results
We havedefinedvpto be constant,andfor largeL, hs is shown in Figures 10 and 11 as a guide.
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Figure 11. Resultsfor the modelsshownin Figure10, with the shadedareaagainrepresenting
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of vp= 8.6 cm/yr for the Cocosplatelength,L = 1500km. (b) Lithosphere
viscosity
for these
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viscosity(the horizontalaxis). The verticalaxisin Figure11bis the sameasthat of Figure11a,
only expressed
in dimensional
unitsusing(20) andthe parametervaluesgivenin the text.
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8. Application to the Earth's
Subduction

Zones

Independent estimates of mantle viscosity could be
used in conjunction with Figure 11a to help constrain
the strength of the lithosphere and fault zone. Estimates of mantle viscosity, however, are currently uncertain to within an order of magnitude, the range expressedin Figure 11a. In addition, becausemantle viscosity varies significantly with depth, it is unclear how
a mantle viscosity profile should be averaged in order
to compare it to Figure 11a. In effect, we have de-

appearsto be .-• 200 km long. The stresson suchfaults
can be estimated in several ways. Earthquake stress
drops on plate bounding faults are typically < 10 MPa

[e.g., Hanks, 1977; Kanamori and Anderson,1975].
This providesa lower bound on the typical fault stress,
but if earthquakesdo not relieve all of the stresson the

fault, the actual stresscould be larger. Hanks [1977]
speculatesthat plate-bounding faults support stresses
of the order of 100 MPa down to .-• 15 km, at which
point the strengthof rocksdecreases
due to an increase

in temperature.Hickman[1991]suggests
that although
faults should be capable of supporting such stresses,

fined the mantle viscosityin (8) as the viscositythat the lack of heat flow anomalies associatedwith plateis neededto allow (8) to yield the total viscousdissi- boundingstrike-slip faults indicatesthat the stresson
pation in the mantle, which does not necessarilycorrespond to independent estimates derived from geoid or
postglacial rebound studies. In addition, the viscosity
estimates in Figure 11a are generated by assumingthe
effectivelength of the negatively buoyant portion of the
slab to be l• = 1000 kin. The value of this quantity is
the subject of somecontroversyand may be diminished
if the slab has difficulty penetrating the phase change

these faults must be downward

of 20 MPa.

Molnar

and

England[1990],on the other hand, useheat flow estimates near major subductionzone thrust faults to estimate that stresses on these faults must exceed 30 MPa.

Finally, Zhongand Gurnis [1994]showthat trenchtopographyis bestmatchedin dynamicmodelsof subduction zonesif major thrust faults support shear stresses
of 15 to 30 MPa to 100 km depth.

[e.g., Tackley,1995] or jump in viscosity[e.g, Gurnis
Average fault stressesof 10 to 100 MPa supported
and Hager, 1988] at 670 km depth. Lithgow-Bertelloni over 200 km yield fault strengths between 2000 and
and Richards[1995],on the other hand, estimatethat 20,000 MPa km, which, when made dimensionlessusing
slabs in the lower mantle contribute

.-• 70% of the to-

(20),yields(rflf) • between
about0.017and0.17.This

tal force needed to drive the plates, suggestingthat l•
should extend deeply into the lower mantle. Our esti-

rangegivesessentiallyno constrainton fault strengthin
Figures10 and 11, but if we assumethat faults are weak,
we need only considerdimensionlessfault strengthsless

mate of l•: 1000 km is intermediate between these two
extremes, but if it is incorrect, the estimates of mantle

thanabout(tflx)• = 0.05.In thiscase,thedissipation

and lithosphereviscosity(Figures11a and 11b) should in the fault zone must be < 10% of the total for thick
be changedin proportionto l•, as shownby (30).
(Pacific)platesand< 20%for thin (Cocos)plates(FigIf the strengthsof the lithosphere and the fault zones ures10b and 10e). Becausethe lithospheredissipation
were well known, we could use Figure 10 to determine
the relative importance of the mantle, lithosphere, and
fault zone in dissipating convectiveenergy. The effective lithosphere viscosity •/t is particularly difficult to
constrain becauseit representsan attempt to relate the
complicated rheological laws of non-Newtonian rheology and brittle failure to simple viscousflow. In addition, any errors in our estimate of the radius of curva-

is consistently.-• 60% of the total for thick plates and

20% for thin plates (Figures10c and 10f), the mantle
componentof dissipationis --• 20- 40% for thick plates

and 60- 80% for thin plates(Figures10a and 10d).
9.

Discussion

To estimate the relative importance of the litho-

ture of bendingslabs,R, are mappedinto •/•. As shown sphere, fault zone, and mantle in resisting convective
by (30), an increasein R can be balancedby a corre- motions, we use an energy balance between the rate
spondingincreasein •/[ by the cubeof the changein R. of viscousdissipation and the rate of potential energy
Thus it is difficult to preciselyestimate •/t for Earth. Using R = 200 km, the range of acceptablelithospherevis-

release. In doing so, we ignore the effectsof heating
associatedwith viscousdissipation in both our finite
cosities
is between
60 and150x 102•Pa s (Figure11b). element calculations and our analytic theory. This is
The mantleviscosityrequiredis closeto 102• Pa s for consistentwith our assumingan incompressiblefluid in
weakfault zonesandsmallerfor strongfault zones(Fig- (5), which eliminatesthe pressurework term. For a
ure 11a). It is reasonable
that significanttemperature- compressiblefluid, includingviscousdissipationmainly
dependent strengthening occurs in the lithosphere, so affectsthe details of the temperature field and hencethe
this range of lithosphereviscositiesseemsplausible.
details of the distribution of internal buoyancy and poTo estimate the strength of the fault zone, we esti- tential energyrelease.Backus[1975]and Hewitt et al.
mate its length and the shear stress it supports. An
[1975]showthat for a compressible
fluid the net cooling
analysisof the seismicityunderJapan [Hasegawaet al., associatedwith the pressureterm globallybalancesthe
1994] revealslow-anglethrust eventsoccurringalong temperatureincreasedue to viscousheating. Thus we
the upper surface of the plate. If these earthquakes do not expect an important changein the global rate
represent slip on the plate bounding fault, this fault of potential energyrelease.Viscousheatingmight have
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an important effect locally in regionsof concentrated Richards,1998;Zhonget al., 1998].In addition,R or l•
couldchangewith time or betweenplates,yielding vari-

dissipation such as fault zones and slabs because of the
temperature dependenceof effectiveviscosity. For fault

zones,we already use an in situ effectiverheology.For
the slab although the rate of dissipationcan be high,
the time a parcel of material spendsin a regionof high
dissipationis short, so its temperature increaseis small.
By balancingviscousdissipationand potential energy
release,we have defineda rangeof lithosphereand fault
zone strengths for which plates move at speedswithin

ationsin vp, as shownin (28). Finally,complications
to mantle convection induced by variations in viscos-

ity and the presenceof phasechangescould affect plate
motions[e.g.,Bungeet al., 1996;Hager and O'Connell,
1979; Tackley, 1995; Van der Hilst et al., 1997; Zhong
and Gurnis,1995a].
We have shown, however, that the mantle plays an
important role only for short platesand for long plates

therangeobserved
onEarth(5-9 cmyr-1). Thereare the lithosphereis dominant(Figure10). Thusthe mana few plates, however,that do not move with velocities tle dynamicsmay play a secondaryrole to subduction
within this range. For one, the small Juan de Fuca plate zonedynamicsin controllingthe patternsand rates of

is currentlysubducting
at • 4 cmyr-• (Table1). In

mantle convection. This observation could have impor-

fact, our model predicts a slow velocity for short plates

tant implicationsfor Earth's history and future. In an
isoviscous
Earth, plate velocitiesscalewith mantle vis-

(Figure9) becausethe negativebuoyancyof their thin
subductedslabs is small. Another exception is the slow
subduction of the North American, South American,
and Antarctic plates under the Caribbean, Scotia, and

cosity[e.g.,Turcotteand Oxburgh,
1967].Thus a small
decreasein mantle temperature should causeplate velocitiesto slow considerablybecausemantle viscosityis

SouthAmericanplates[Jarrard,1986]. The horizontal highlytemperaturedependent.The strengthof subducextent of these slabs representsonly a small fraction of
the perimeter of the plate to which they are attached

[Forsythand Uyeda,1975],so we can not expectthe
pull of the subductedslab to be a significantdriving
force for these plates.
Plate velocitiesin the early Cenozoic(64-43 Ma)
were slightly larger than those observed today. An
examination of individual plate motions shows that
the increasein plate velocity is significantfor the Indian, Kula, and Farallon plates, which traveled closeto

14cmyr- • in the earlyCenozoic[Gordonand Jurdy,
1986]. Plate reconstructions
[Gordonand Jurdy,1986;
Lithgow-Bertelloniand Richards,1998]showthat during this time period the Kula and Farallon plates were
shrinking in size as their ridgesmoved closerto their
subduction zones. Our model assumesthat the plate
is in a steady state. In particular, we assumethat the
plate thicknessassociatedwith buoyancyis the same as
that associatedwith bending,so that the two valuesof

hs in the plate velocityequation(28) are the same.For
a shrinkingplate the slab is composedof material that
subductedwith an age older than that of the material
that is currentlysubducting.Thus the thicknessassoci-

ated with buoyancyin the numeratorof (28) shouldbe
largerthan that associatedwith bendingin the denominator. As a result, a shrinkingplate shouldtravel with
a faster velocity than a plate that is in steady state.
It is possiblethat the Kula and Farallon plates were
propelledat faster rates during the early Cenozoicdue
to the fact that they were shrinkingduring this time
period. The Indian plate, however, does not appear
to changein sizewhile its velocityis near 14 cm yr-1
[Gordonand Jurdy,1986].
Other mechanismscould be responsiblefor variations
in plate velocities. First, transform faults could affect
a plate's velocity by forcing it to travel in a direction
parallel to the fault's strike and at an angle to the
pull of the subductionzone[e.g.,Lithgow-Bertelloni
and

tion zones,however,shouldprimarily dependon Earth's
surface temperature, which should remain fairly constant over most of Earth's history. If subduction zones
indeedprovide a primary resistanceto convectionin the
mantle, the independenceof their strengthfrom changes
in mantle temperaturecouldcauseplate velocitiesto be

stabilizedover geologictime, despitelowermantle viscosityduringwarmerperiodsof Earth's history.In the
future, a coolingEarth shouldcontinueto convectin
the currentplate tectonicregimeuntil mantle viscosity
increasesto the point at which it producesmore dissipationthan the bendinglithosphere.From (28), we see
that this requiresabout an order of magnitudeincrease
in Omunaccompanied
by a similar changein Or. Thus
oneroleof strongsubductionzonescouldbe to stabilize
plate tectonicrates overlongperiodsof Earth's history.
Another parameter that is important in controlling
plate velocitiesis the maximumthicknessof the oceanic
lithosphere,which we have taken here to be 100 km.
If the lithospherecan grow thicker than this, the additional bendingstresses,which dependon the cube
of plate thickness,slowthe plate considerably,causing
the plate to cooland thickenevenmore. A Pacific-sized
plate with no thicknessrestrictionsbecomesfrozen at
zero plate velocity if its viscosityis • 100 times that
of the mantle (Figure 9). This couldthrow the Earth
into the rigid lid convectiveregimedescribedby Jaupart

and Parsons[1985]and $olomatov[1995].It is interesting to speculate that the processthat limits oceanic
plate thicknesseson Earth, if it exists, could be the
processthat enables Earth to convect in a plate tectonic mode instead of a more Venus-likerigid lid mode.
This processis likely to be affected by the temperature
differencebetween the mantle and lithosphere and the
temperature-dependent properties of the lithosphere, so
it may depend on mantle temperature. If it does, a
hotter mantle in the past, or a cooler one in the future,
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could change the maximum thicknessof oceanic lithosphere and thus alter the plate tectonic style of Earth.
10.

Conclusions

AND PLATE DYNAMICS
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